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ABSTRACT

This paper gives an overview of the research that
we have carried out at Linköping University on
cognitive aspects of visual speech processing.
First, a cognitive, individual difference perspective
on speechreading is introduced, with a specific
emphasis on the cognitive architecture of
speechreading skill. Second, common cognitive
characteristics of exceptionally skilled
speechreaders is described. In the final part, a
working memory model for visual speechreading
is outlined. The model includes three parts; one
with amodal cognitive constraints, one with poorly
specified language input, and a bottleneck
between the modal and amodal parts that is
constituted by a semi-abstract phonological
processor.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the present paper the purpose is to give an
overview of the research on visual aspects of
language processing that we have carried out in
our lab at Linköping University, Sweden. The
paper consist of three parts. In the first part,
results from research with focus on cognitive,
individual difference on visual speechreading is
presented, the second part describes cognitive
characteristics of exceptional visual speechreaders
and in the final part aspects of a working memory
model for poorly specified language input is
outlined.

2. VISUAL SPEECHREADING AND
COGNITIVE SKILLS: THE GENERAL

CASE
Visual speechreading is an extremely difficult
communicative task as the visual speech signal
itself is not specified enough to promote

understanding based on the stimulus information
[1,2]. For example, without appropriate contextual
constraints the performance levels are typically
very low (approx. 5 - 10% correctly identified
words in sentences; [3,4]). However, if relevant
contextual information is presented together with
the stimulus signal, performance may be
enhanced by a factor of 5 to 8 [3] for "normal
speechreaders" and even more for skilled
speechreaders. Thus, for visual speechreading,
cognitive factors that mediate efficient use of
contextual cues in order to bridge the information
gap are crucial.

By borrowing and developing cognitive tests
primarily used for assessment of reading and
memory skill, we have used a cognitive, individual
differences approach to study variations in visual
speechreading skill. We have studied populations
of normal hearing, deafened adults, individuals
with moderate to severe hearing impairment as
well as individuals with exceptional skill levels in
speechreading.

A general result across all studies we have
conducted is that there is no difference in
speechreading performance between groups
normal hearing individuals, deafened adults and
severe hearing-impaired when group means are
examined. Thus, no general signs of spontaneous
compensation occur as a function of the
impairment. However, two exceptions to this
general trend is important to note. First, the
observed range of performance is always broader
in the handicap groups than in the group of
normal hearing controls, indicating that at least
some hearing-impaired individuals or deafened
adults develop superior speechreading skills.
Second, all individuals with exceptional skill levels
in speechreading that we have observed belong to
a handicap group.
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A common feature in all three groups is that there
seems to be a bottleneck in the speed with which
information in the mental lexicon can be accessed
and activated [5], and how well single words from
the lip movements of the talker can be visually
decoded  [6]. The extent to which the phonology
of the speechreader is intact is also important for
speechreading performance [5,7,8,9].

More complex, higher-order cognitive functions
also contribute to performance: verbal inference-
making and working memory have been
demonstrated to represent an important cognitive
platform [10], especially associated with extreme
speechreading skill. We have hypothesized that
there is a threshold function for lower order
perceptual-cognitive functions such that there are
limits as to what can be extracted by means of
decoding of the poor visual speech signal. There
are also constraints on the speed with which
lexical information from long-term memory can
be accessed [11,12,13]. Once this threshold is
surpassed, further improvement in speechreading
skill is dependent on the individual's higher order
skills (i.e., inference-making and working
memory).

3. THREE CASES OF EXCEPTIONAL
SPEECHREADING SKILL

This threshold hypothesis could be illustrated by
three cases of individuals with exceptional
speechreading skill levels that we have observed in
our laboratory. SJ, a 55 year old woman who
became adventitiously deaf at the age of 13, is one
of the best visual speechreaders we ever tested.
She uses a particular "shadowing" strategy where
she repeats crucial parts of what she perceives,
naturally embedded in the ongoing dialogue [11].
A second case is a 55 year old man (GS) who
became adventitiously deaf by meningitis at the
age of eight. He has become a very skilled
speechreader using a method denoted Tactiling,
which essentially involves placing the hand on the
neck/shoulder and the thumb on the
collarbone/larynx of the speaker. This way
complementary tactile and visual information
becomes effectively fused. He is also a skilled
speechreader [12].  A third case is MM, a 25 year
old woman, who began very early (around the age
of 2 years) to communicate with both sign and
speech. She is moderately and congenitally
hearing impaired and was very much taken care
of by her deaf, signing grandparents. She is fluent
in both languages and extremely skilled at
speechreading [13,14].

All three cases referred to above have in common
that they excel in working memory and verbal
inference-making tasks, whereas their visual

decoding of lip-movements and processing speed
functions are within normal range. They
outperform a normal population with a factor of 2
on working memory and verbal inference-making
tasks. Extreme skill in visual speechreading
appears to be associated with superior high-level
cognitive functions--functions which are relatively
independent of input modality.

4. WORKING MEMORY FOR POORLY
SPECIFIED INPUT

This working memory system is assumed to
include three parts; one part with amodal
cognitive constraints, one part with poorly
specified language input, and one bottleneck
between the modal and amodal parts is constituted
by a semi-abstract phonological processor. The
amodal constraints are: early lexical access,
processing speed, predictive inference-making,
and retrospective disambiguation.

Early lexical access and processing speed: A
working memory system which supports
comprehension of speech, with the inherent task
demand of picking up meaning from sometimes
distorted signals, needs to be efficient. The
general speed with which visual decoding, lexical
access and processing of  the linguistic input is
carried out determines the successes and failures
with speechreading to a certain extent, always
accounting for about 15% of the variance in the
criterion variable [5].

 Predictive inference-making: In addition to speed
and early lexical access, it has been systematically
demonstrated in a long series of experiments that
visual speechreading is heavily influenced by how
the context matches the sentences to-be-lipread
[4]. The script was used as the overall context, and
the specificity of the cue is assumed to be set by
the level of prediction of what is to be presented
from the script. Based on previous work [15,16] it
can be argued that scripts are stereotypical
packages of knowledge, which are hierarchically
organized and can be characterized by typicality
and abstraction along the vertical axis, and the
temporal dimension along the horizontal axis.
Our assumption is that if the sentence to-be-
speechread is at or above the prediction level in
terms of typicality and abstraction, speech
perception will proceed smoothly and implicitly.
If the sentence is below the level of prediction,
then explicit processes are invoked, processing is
slowed down, and efficiency decreases.
Nevertheless, explicit processes need to be
invoked to save whatever comprehension can be
saved from the message. In the scripts we have
used, it was empirically found that the temporal
order (of events in the script) dimension is used
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for explicit purposes, while the typicality and
abstraction work implicitly, that is, they are not
sensitive to false cueing, whereas the temporal
dimension is [4]. In addition, the script constraints
only work effectively prior to perception of the
stimulus sentence. Thus, an important aspect of
amodal processing of poorly specified language
input is how well the individual can predict
upcoming information in a given situation.
Highly skilled speechreaders are also able to
better capitalize on these script constraints [3].

Retrospective disambiguation is important to infer
the referent from a pronoun, to monitor, revise,
and resolve inconsistencies, thus keeping up with
the main theme of the discourse. Although
predictive inference-making is an important
processing constraint of working memory,
retrospective disambiguation is only possible if
the storage component of working memory is
tapped to a great extent [17,18]. This storage
constraint, in combination with processing,
represents two sides of the same coin, as both are
essential to keeping a dialogue alive [19].

Finally, it seems appropriate to conceptualize a
phonological system which can be driven by
different modes of presenting speech. The fact
that the phonological processor may be driven
even by nonsound stimuli is further reinforced by
empirical data suggesting that the phonological
loop has similar estimates for speech as for signs
[20]. Neurophysiological evidence is also
accumulating which suggests that similar left
superior temporal areas of the brain are activated
by auditory speech [21], visual speech [21],
visual-tactile speech information, as well as by the
perception of signs [22]. Thus, a general
multimodal, multilanguage phonological
processor can be defined without primarily
resorting to modality of input [23,24], that is, the
brain has the capacity to assemble, order and
integrate "phonological" units into wholes that
have a lexical meaning.
At any rate, the challenge for a phonological
processor is to order a finite set of units (e.g.
consonants/vowels) into a very large number of
higher order meaning units for an acquired
language. In principle, this combinatorial brain
capacity is impressively great, given all languages
that exist [25,26].

5. SUMMARY
1. We have shown that parts of the variation in
visual speechreading skill can be explained by
cognitive factors such as visual decoding skill,
lexical access speed, working memory capacity
and verbal inference-making. We also suggest that
further improvement in speechreading skill is

dependent on the individual's higher order skills
(i.e., inference-making and working memory).

2.  Exceptional skill levels in visual speechreading
appears to be associated with superior high-level
cognitive functions.

3. A model of a general working memory system
for processing of poorly specified language input
was developed. The model consists of three parts:
multimodal language input, a semi-abstract
phonological processor, and a set of general,
amodal processing and storage constraints.
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